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Two multilateral issues ... 

1. Whether and how to mobilize climate financing, including from the 

environmentally under-charged international transport? 
• International aviation and maritime transport are exempt from various taxes, 

while climate financing mechanisms are inadequate, both in scale and design 

• “The writing is on the wall” regarding a contribution from international transport: 

• Practically every independent report on the topic highlights carbon pricing 

of emissions from international aviation and shipping as an important 

and/or promising source of public finance; the costs would be marginal 

• Global and complex 

• Outside the national regimes 

• Significant (circa 5% ) & rapidly growing  

• The IMO & ICAO technical, operational 

and infrastructure measures will only 

slow their  growth 

• All uniform market-based proposals are 

unacceptable to certain developing 

countries (as not taking into account the 

UNFCCC principles) 
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2. How to address CO2 emissions from international transport?  



Deadlock on carbon pricing ... and low ambition 

• Focus on emission offsetting/reductions, not adaptation financing 

– Industry wary of becoming “cash cow”, thus talk about “proportionality” of effort, 

“carbon neutral growth”, and wants to keep any potential money raised in the sector 

– The simpler the better attitude to avoid bureaucracy (thus offsetting or a levy is 

supported more than ETS; issues on potential sharing of burden between airlines) 

 

• The deadlock between developed & developing countries remains! 

– Namely, whether and how to relate the UNFCCC principle of common but 

differentiated responsibilities and respective capabilities (CBDRRC) to a global MBM 

for inherently international aviation and shipping 

– Proven by the different perspectives on the recent IMO MEPC technology resolution! 

• Market-Based Measures (MBMs) 

discussed at both ICAO and IMO 

• Slow pace, no agreed roadmap, low 

ambition, aviation industry calls for: 

• Fuel efficiency improvements 

and “carbon-neutral growth” 

(CNG) from 2020” (see graphic)  
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and academia, contributed to the development of the CO2 trends, including through sophisticated models,
databases and expertise6. They were reviewed by and reflect the consensus of CAEP. This ensures that
decisions being taken by the ICAO Assembly are based on a single, agreed, set of trends. As the ICAO
Member States are also represented as Parties to the UNFCCC, ICAO invites the UNFCCC to refer to
ICAO’strendsasthe basisfor all discussions related to international aviation emissions.

2.14 Work to measure the current global fuel consumption from international aviation will
directly support the request of the 37th ICAO Assembly to regularly report CO2 emissions from international
aviation to the UNFCCC process. The updated CO2 trends assessment for the period of 2010 to 2050,
prepared by CAEP, will support the review of the global aspirational goals by the Council and subsequently
by the 38th Assembly.

Environmental Tools7

2.15 The ICAO Fuel Savings Estimation Tool (IFSET) assists Member States and air navigation
service providers in assessing expected fuel savings from implementation of various operational
improvements. The IFSET will also support the preparation of States’ action plans andfacilitate the
assessment of environmental benefits from the Aviation System Block Upgrades (ASBU) strategy.

2.16 The ICAO Carbon Emissions Calculator allows its users to estimate the emissions from air
travel. The methodology applies the best publicly available data to account for various factors such as
aircraft types, route specific data, passenger load factors and cargo carried, while it is simple to use and
requires only a limited amount of information from the user. The Carbon Calculator was endorsed as an
official tool to estimate the air travel portion of the UN greenhouse gas emissions inventories, as part of UN
Climate Neutral initiative. ICAO’s support to the UN system was further extended through the development
of the ICAO Green Meetings Calculator (IGMC), a tool designed to support decision-making in reducing the
carbon emissions from air travel to attend meetings.

Figure 6: CAEP’s work on CO 2 trends assessment (conceptual image)
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6 http://www.icao.int/environmental-protection/Pages/modelling-and-databases.aspx
7 http://www.icao.int/environmental-protection/Pages/Tools.aspx

ICAO’s CNG2020 approach (source SB 38/MISC.15) 

http://unfccc.int/resource/docs/2013/sbsta/eng/misc15.pdf


• Not whether, but how to relate 

– Differentiated climate principles and provisions (CBDRRC), to 

– Uniform carbon pricing for international transport 

• i.e. a global approach, as a regional/national, even at the framework 

level is unlikely to work 

 

 

• Furthermore, carbon price/MBM would be regressive, impacting 

less developed countries most, as they often disproportionally rely on 

international transport (as % of GDP) 
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Rationale for the Rebate Mechanism (RM) 
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View 1: CO2 footprint of international aviation  
(largest on routes to/from certain high-income countries) 
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View 2: Burden of carbon pricing (% of GDP; the largest 

burden may fall on some of the poorest, unless dealt with) 

Attributed burden of int’nl aviation 

carbon pricing (rebates; % of GDP) 

2012 

World average: 0.005 
(the values depend on carbon price) 

At the world-scale’s map this regressive character is not fully feasible given the small size of 

the most impacted countries (many SIDS)  Switching to a country-by-country view: 

<< Interactive map demonstration, using eAtlas of Global Development >> 

Palau 
(0.15) 

Seychelles 
(0.11) 

Calculations: Andre Stochniol, based on “Aviation 

Carbon Footprint, Global Scheduled International Flights 

– 2012” by Dave Southgate, US$10/tCO2, and GDP 

data for 2011; visualisation based on eAtlas 

The 10 countries likely to be  

most impacted as %GDP  

(if no rebates, or similar) 

Country 
(%GDP) 

Maldives 
(0.20) 

Antigua and Barbuda 
(0.13) 

St. Lucia (0.12) 

Barbados (0.07) 

Fiji  
(0.08) 

Sao Tome and Principe 
(0.06) 

Cape Verde 
(0.06) 

Samoa 
(0.05) 



Rebate Mechanism (RM) (in 140 characters) 

 All ships/planes pay for their emissions. Certain countries 

obtain rebates, and the remaining revenue goes to climate 

change action, including in the sector. 
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Detailed points: 

1. Ensures that countries receiving rebates are at least not worse off, with 

the poorest being better off 

2. Relates a global approach, which is required for international transport, 

to the principles of equity and CBDRRC 

3. Can apply to any revenue raising MBM (such as a levy and ETS) 

4. Highlighted in the AGF (2010), and the IMF/WB reports (2011); rebating 

mentioned in the LTF report (2012) 

5. Rebates to developing countries may amount to 1/3 of revenue raised, 

the remaining 2/3 will be a predictable and affordable source of climate 

change financing and R&D for clean international transport 

• Potential for cooperative contributions from the rebate-eligible 

countries 



RM versions and applicability 

1. RM can apply to any revenue raising MBM, such as a levy or ETS, 

both for aviation in shipping 

2. The rebate key could may be based on: 

1. A country share of fuel uplifted for international flights, for aviation 

(proposed for instance in the IMF/WB report for G20) 

2. A country share of seaborne trade (detailed proposals and analysis in the 

submissions to the IMO, in the IMF/WB report, and in the RM Study ) 

3. RM integrated (aka IMERS) is a complete proposal with the RM built-in 

at the IMO 

 

• RM seems the only differentiation option being currently considered to 

address potential adverse & disproportionate impacts of a global MBM 

scheme on the poor countries 

– An alternative option based on exempting routes to the less developed 

countries, could have negative consequences anyway, distort competition 

and is too complex, especially for container ships 

– RM with climate financing would make the poor countries better off, and 

also could help build modern infrastructure benefiting all (e.g. in Africa) 
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http://imers.org/docs/optimal_rebate_key.pdf
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EMISSIONS 

REGISTRY 4. Enforcement 

LEVY  

3. Status Check 

1. Reporting (of fuel bunkered) 

Commercial 

Agreement  

(Who pays ) 

2. Payment (of the levy) 
*2.1 Optional national collection 

(may be unused as in the IOPC Funds) 

Flag & Port 

States 

BANK 

(Fund) 

6. Disbursement 

6.1 Rebates to developing countries 

6.2 Climate and R&D financing 

5. Certification 

& 

How would it work in shipping? 
Direct/global approach proposed (IMERS) 
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How may it work for aviation? 
(fuel/emission levy illustration; IAFund) 

EMISSIONS 

REGISTRY 

LEVY  

3. Status Check 

Air traffic 

control 

BANK 

(Fund) 

5. Disbursement 

5.1 Rebates to developing countries 

5.2 Climate and R&D financing 

4. Enforcement 

1. Reporting (of fuel use per period) 

Commercial 

Agreement  

(Who pays ) 

2. Payment (of the levy) 
*2.1 Optional national collection 

(may be unused as in the IOPC Funds) 



• Disbursement of MBM revenue is to comprise two steps: 

– Cost burden incurred by a developing country Party participating in 

the MBM is rebated (paid) to it 

– The remaining revenue (net revenue), is disbursed by the agreed 

entity or entities (i.e. GCF, IMO/ICAO) 
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Compliance with UNFCCC Convention 

Consequently (details): 

1. Net revenue for climate change action would come from consumers in 

developed countries only, complying with the UNFCCC principles 

2. Developing countries would be beneficiaries of the MBM, with the most 

vulnerable countries to benefit most through the relevant rules and 

provisions applied at the 2nd step (SIDS, LDCs, African countries) – 

LDCs circa tenfold 

3. The transport sector would also benefit at the 2nd step, potentially 

through a new global Maritime (Aviation) Technology Fund, or similar 

 



1. “Voluntary” agreement: foregoing the rebate, or part of it 
(with such money potentially towards South-South collaboration) 

 

 

2. Capacity-based: securing commitment based on or 

scaling through a capacity factor, such as GDP per capita 
 

 

– For details on options see the draft legal text, in which a developed country means 

a country in Annex II, or any successor annex, or arrangement (i.e. “future proof”) 
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The most frequent question: “Graduation”  

(i.e. what about high income developing countries?) 



• Example views on burden per country categorizations: 

– Economies (UNCTAD categorization) 

• Shipping: Developed 56.8%, Transition 2.3%, Developing 40.9% 
– Of developing: Africa 3.4%, Americas: 5.4%, Asia: 31.9%, Oceania: 0.1% (all 40.9%) 

• Aviation: Developed 54.3%, Transition 2.7%, Developing 42.9% 
– Of developing: Africa 4.7%, Americas: 7.0%, Asia: 31.0%, Oceania: 0.2% (all 42.9%) 

 

– Income based (World Bank categorization) 

• Shipping: 

– High Income: 70%, Upper Middle Income: 22%  

– Lower Middle Income: 7%,  Low Income: 1% (subtotal 8%; <10%) 

• Aviation: 

– High Income: 71%, Upper Middle Income: 19%,   

– Lower Middle Income: 7%,  Low Income: 2% (subtotal 9%; <10%) 

 

• Thus the “real” rebates are very likely to be somewhere between 10% 

and 30% of total costs (depending on the agreement reached) 
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Burden sharing, if no rebates or similar 

If rebates, how much? 



Additional information 

• Backup slides, for Q&A etc. 

– Available from http://imers.org/bonn13 

 

• Presentation and fact sheet from Doha, focused on shipping 

– Available from http://imers.org/cop18 (and from the UNFCCC 

side event repository; various documents linked from the fact sheet) 

 

• Draft legal text 

– http://imers.org/docs/mepc64-5-10.pdf (for shipping; aviation’s 

draft is similar, available on request) 

 

• A combined RM Fact Sheet for aviation and shipping: 

– http://imers.org/docs/RM_Fact_Sheet2.pdf (coming up) 

 

• Or simply contact Andre (andre@imers.org) 
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• The RM approach to equity/CBDRRC is practical and 

potentially transformative 

– It creatively respects the international transport and climate principles 

– It is fair and efficient 

– Thus, it may enable greater mitigation and financing ambitions 

 

• Enough has been done on technical analysis 

 

• It is high time for a political decision how to take equity 

into consideration in inherently global international transport 

– Doing so will very likely enable global action, and increased 

ambition for international aviation and maritime transport 
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Conclusions 



IMERS 
International  Maritime Emission Reduction Scheme 

Debate 

Feel free to ask any questions & express your views 
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